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Summary

Background: We have previously shown that a scan-able paper based interface linked to a computerized clinical decision support system (CDSS) can effectively screen patients in pediatric waiting rooms and support the physician using evidence based care guidelines at the time of clinical encounter. However, the use of scan-able paper based interface has many inherent limitations including lacking real time communication with the CDSS and being prone to human and system errors. An electronic tablet based user interface can not only overcome these limitations, but may also support advanced functionality for clinical and research use. However, use of such devices for pediatric care is not well studied in clinical settings.

Objective: In this pilot study, we enhance our pediatric CDSS with an electronic tablet based user interface and evaluate it for usability as well as for changes in patient questionnaire completion rates.

Methods: Child Health Improvement through Computers Leveraging Electronic Tablets or CHICLET is an electronic tablet based user interface. It is developed to augment the existing scan-able paper interface to our CDSS. For the purposes of this study, we deployed CHICLET in one outpatient pediatric clinic. Usability factors for CHICLET were evaluated via caregiver and staff surveys.

Results: When compared to the scan-able paper based interface, we observed an 18% increase or 30% relative increase in question completion rates using CHICLET. This difference was statistically significant. Caregivers and staff survey results were positive for using CHICLET in clinical environment.

Conclusions: Electronic tablets are a viable interface for capturing patient self-report in pediatric waiting rooms. We further hypothesize that the use of electronic tablet based interfaces will drive advances in computerized clinical decision support and create opportunities for patient engagement.
Background

With the growth of Health Information Technology (Health IT) and with increased adoption of Electronic Medical Records (EMR) [1], there has come the daunting task of designing interoperable and accessible eHealth applications. These applications are aimed at providing physicians with the information necessary to guide efficient care and to promote health across the life span [2]. This is especially true in pediatric settings; pediatricians are ideally positioned to participate in collaborative care in partnership with families and authoritative guidelines exist to assist them in their work. Furthermore, pediatricians can aptly translate scientific advances from diverse fields into innovative new models of disease prevention, health promotion and developmental enhancement [3]. However, within the context of an office visit, pediatricians often lag to deliver recommended services. This may be due to the tight time constraints of a typical office visit and a plethora of available guidelines. As a result, studies have shown that children receive fewer than 50% of recommended services in a typical office visit [4]. Computerized clinical decision support systems (CDSS) can help address this problem by comparing characteristics of individual patients to computerized knowledge bases of guidelines for purposes of generating patient-specific assessments and recommendations for physicians [5].

Over the last nine years, pediatricians and informatics professionals in our research group have developed and deployed a highly innovative CDSS – the Child Health Improvement through Computer Automation system (CHICA). CHICA is used in five busy pediatric practices at Indiana University Hospitals [6]. CHICA generates age-appropriate and patient specific screening questionnaires that patients or their caregivers complete in the waiting room. CHICA then combines patient's screening results with data from EMR to generate patient-specific recommendations and reminders for the physician at the time of the clinical encounter. In 2004, when CHICA was initially deployed, it was deployed with a scan-able paper based interface to generate patient specific documents we call Adaptive Turnaround Documents (ATAD) [7]. However, ATADs have some inherent limitations due to paper as a medium and paper scanning functionality. Although paper is highly intuitive [8, 9], relatively cheap and scalable, it is prone to both human and system errors [10]. Furthermore, it does not support real-time interaction with the computer providing clinical decision support, rather it must be scanned, and a new sheet of paper printed, with each interaction. This prevents the CDSS from “drilling down” for example, to ask more detailed questions of patient families for purposes of screening or knowing about their preferences or barriers to treatment options. Use of paper also allows for unstructured input, which may serve to inform the clinical encounter but cannot be easily interpreted by the computer for further decision support. Moreover, stray marks, damaged paper, misaligned scans, limited capacity of printer trays, and human labor are all additional liabilities of data capture by paper scanning. Despite these liabilities, paper was the only viable medium originally because the alternative was a desktop or laptop computer that would not fit into a high volume workflow of busy pediatric practices or be capable of seamlessly delivering decision support to the clinician's hands in the encounter. The advent of small electronic tablets has introduced a new option. Electronic tablets are small and intuitive like paper. In fact, they can emulate the look and feel of paper reasonably closely. Moreover, an electronic tablet can interact in real-time not only with its users but also with the computer driving the clinical decision support, allowing the computer to ask more detailed questions for screening. Therefore, using electronic tablets, it is now feasible to develop user interfaces that have most of the advantages of a paper but not its drawbacks.

Objectives

We had a unique opportunity to implement and test the hypothesis that by extending the current CHICA system to include an electronic tablet based interface – The Child Health Improvement through Computers Leveraging Electronic Tablets (CHICLET), the screening data completion rates would improve while satisfying user expectations. To the best of our knowledge, the feasibility of using electronic tablet devices to capture structured data from patients or their caregivers in pediatric waiting rooms, and to drive clinical decision support based on patient reported data at the point
of care, has not been studied before. For this pilot study, we replaced one existing ATAD (form) in the existing CHICA system with a CHICLET based form for use in one pediatric practice of our healthcare system. We hypothesized that CHICLET would be a desirable user interface for pediatric care and that CHICLET could be effective in collecting patient reported data in pediatric waiting rooms. Furthermore, we hypothesized that use of electronic tablets over paper will improve questionnaire completion rates without interfering with clinic workflow.

**Methods**

**The CHICA System**

CHICA is a computer based decision support system for pediatric preventative care and disease management [11-15]. CHICA uses an open source electronic medical record platform [16] (www.openmrs.org) and serves as a front end to our EMR, the Regenstrief Medical Record System [17]. However, with a modest integration effort, CHICA also has the capability to work as a standalone application or together with another EMR. CHICA has been in use in four (now five) primary care pediatric practices and community health centers in our hospital system over the past decade. The system consists of

1. a knowledge base of guideline rules,
2. a repository of patient data,
3. a tailored document printing and scanning engine, and
4. business rules to direct communication as well as the printing and scanning of patient specific documents [11].

At each visit, CHICA generates two ATADs. An ATAD is a form for structured input which can be completed using hand-written marks. It is quite accurately read and interpreted using optical character recognition or OCR (www.verity.com) technology; however, each ATAD requires form development and customization in the OCR software. The first ATAD is the pre-screener form (PSF) which collects information from the patient/caregiver and from the nurse, before the physician encounter. PSF is printed in English on one side and Spanish on the other [18] and is generated for screening based on data from patient’s electronic medical record and their age at visit. (Figure 1)

The second ATAD is the physician worksheet which provides reminders and collects data from the physician. To determine what information needs to be printed on each ATAD, CHICA employs a library of care guidelines encoded as Arden Syntax Medical Logic Module or MLMs [19, 20] - to evaluate logic against patient databases. Since time constraints limit the number of topics that can be addressed feasibly in a given patient encounter, CHICA employs a global prioritization scheme which limits the printed content to what is most relevant and important based on the expected value of information [21]. Additionally, CHICA generates Just-in-Time ATADs. These are generated for informational purposes (e.g. How to quit – smoking cessation handout) and as age appropriate screening instruments (e.g., the Ages and Stages Questionnaire [22], the Vanderbilt for Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder Screeners [23], and the Modified Checklist for Autism in Toddlers or M-CHAT [24]). At the end of each visit, CHICA exports data from patient ATADs to the EMR for use in future care. Using ATADs as an interface, CHICA has been remarkably successful in meeting both patient and physician needs [25-30]. This success has been largely attributed to automating the process of screening in pediatric waiting rooms and alerting the physicians to the screened risk while decreasing the burden of identifying relevant guidelines for physicians.

**Child Health Improvement through Computers Leveraging Electronic Tablets (CHICLET)**

CHICLET is an electronic tablet based interface for the CHICA system. It is initially developed to screen patients or their caregivers in the waiting room and to capture vital signs information from the nursing staff. Technically, to achieve CHICLET based functionality CHICAs clinical decision
support (CDS) engine is exposed via web services. CHICA web services use standard HTTPS protocol for communication between the CHICA server and the CHICLET client (Android OS application) and this communication is secured with multiple layers of authentication. (Figures 2 a & b) No patient data is ever stored on CHICLET device. Instead the PSF questions and responses reside in the device session memory which is erased at the end of the session. Other security precautions are also implemented for CHICLET deployment, for example Meraki software (www.cisco.com) tracks and monitors all electronic tablets deployed. This software allows for remote messaging, remote locking, and remote wiping of a device if one becomes lost or stolen. Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) is used to exchange patient information between CHICA and CHICLET in real-time and this exchange allows for algorithmic execution of computational guidelines in CHICAs clinical decision support engine using most recent patient information, i.e. often from patient’s screen in the waiting room. Using CHICLET, many enhancements to the CDSS can be based on the real-time exchange of patient information, for example to ask more detailed screening questions (based on previous responses) of patients. However, since the aim of this pilot study is to evaluate CHICLET compared to the existing scan-able paper interface, we did not implement these enhancements.

**CHICLET based intervention**

For the purposes of this study, CHICLET based PSF presents the same screening questionnaire as the scan-able paper based PSF. The maximum questions asked on PSF remain the same (i.e. 20) on both scan-able paper and CHICLET PSF versions. Both PSF versions implement questionnaire in English and Spanish and a choice to answer in either. However, due to the limitations of the device screen size for readability, CHICLET based PSF displays four pages with maximum of five questions on each page compared to all questions on the paper version of the PSF. For this pilot study, two electronic tablet devices (Samsung Nexus 10 tablets with Android OS) were deployed with CHICLET interface in one of the smaller pediatric clinics (consisting of three medical doctors, two medical assistants and one full time nurse) using the CHICA system. This clinic (henceforth intervention clinic) was chosen based on workflow constraints, and staff’s desire to try new technology. Due to the limited number of available devices for use, we limited this pilot study to children ages zero to twelve years, however, children with siblings at the visit and those receiving M-CHAT were excluded. However, this age group constituted the most frequent age at which children visit our clinics for care.

**Caregiver Survey**

We surveyed parents and caregivers to assess the usability of electronic tablets (CHICLET) in a clinical setting. The caregiver survey consists of twelve questions for measuring usability on five point Likert scale and was offered in both English and Spanish. The survey also asked about caregiver’s relationship to the child, number of children in the household and caregiver suggestions or comments about using the electronic tablet device (Supplementary Appendix 1) Parents or caregivers (> eighteen years of age) with children less than or up to twelve years of age were randomly invited to complete an anonymous survey about their experience with CHICLET. This survey was offered either at the end of their CHICLET session or at the end of the clinic visit depending upon workflow demands. The survey was administered on paper by an experienced Research Assistant (RA) from our practice-based research network - Pediatric Research Network or PResNet. It facilitates pediatric patient recruitment and surveys in our outpatient settings and supports a broad range of research initiatives. PResNet RAs have been well trained in working with human subjects, following protocols and implementing accurate data collection methods. Participants from a family unit were asked to complete the survey only once during the entire study. A $5 gift card was offered to those who participated and the anonymous survey took no more than 5 to10 minutes to administer by experienced RAs.
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Staff Survey

Medical assistants and nursing staff who used CHICA on a regular basis, for example to record patient’s vital sign information or to room the patient, were asked to complete a brief survey with questions about perceived usability of CHICLET and its impact on workflow. The survey consisted of six questions of usability on five point Likert scale and asked the staff members about their number of years of job experience using CHICA as well as any suggestions or comments that they may have about the use of CHICLET. (Supplementary Appendix 2) The staff members provided written informed consent before survey administration and also completed the survey only once (at different times) during the entire study. At the end of the study, participating staff were compensated with $10 gift card. Surveys for this study were conducted between March 2013 and June 2013.

Analysis

The following de-identified data items were extracted from CHICA’s database for this study for the study population, i.e. children zero to twelve years of age: number of questions asked on scan-able or CHICLET based PSF for the particular visit, number of questions answered for that visit, time point in the study (pre-intervention or intervention period) and socio-demographics (race, gender, insurance). The following analyses were performed using Stata software version 12 (StataCorp, College Station, TX, www.stata.com). Results were considered statistically significant at p<0.05.

1. To determine if data collected through CHICLET were as complete as data collected using the scan-able paper based PSF data were compared for children who visited the intervention clinic before and after the implementation of CHICLET. We measured scan-able paper based PSF and CHICLET based PSF completion rates. Completion rate was defined as the proportion of questions answered (of the total number of questions asked) on a given screening questionnaire. Data completion rates for two months pre-intervention (January, February 2013), and two months during intervention (March, April 2013) were compared using chi-square test. Data from a comparable clinic (consisting of three medical doctors, one nurse practitioner, three medical assistants and one full time nurse) are used to compare PSF completion rates in pre, intervention and post intervention (May, June 2013) periods.

2. We evaluated the level of responses on the caregiver survey to measure caregiver CHICLET usability.

3. We evaluated the level of responses on staff survey to measure staff CHICLET usability.

Indiana University Institutional Review Board approved this study (IRB # 1301010447).

Results

Data for 853 children between zero and twelve years of age was available from CHICA’s database for this study. These children visited the intervention clinic at least once during the study period. Almost an equal number of children visited during the pre-intervention period (n=441, 52%) as during the intervention period (n=412, 48%). There were no significant differences for race, gender or insurance category ($X^2 = 6.7, p = 0.150$) between the pre-intervention and intervention periods. Please see ▶ Table 1 for socio-demographic characteristics of the study population by both periods.

At these visits, CHICA asked parents or caregivers up to twenty screening questions using either scan-able paper or CHICLET based PSF (based on the expected value of information as described in the methods section above). Of these parents or caregivers, 708 (83%) were asked twenty questions, 109 (13%) were asked between eleven and nineteen questions and 36 (< 5%) were asked ten or fewer questions.
**PSF/CHICLET Completion rates**

Overall parents or caregivers answered one or more screening questions on 528 (62%) PSFs, of which 229 (43%) PSFs had one or more questions answered during the pre-intervention period using scan-able paper and 299 (57%) PSFs had one or more questions answered during the intervention period using CHICLET. During the study period, CHICA generated 1,501 scan-able paper or CHICLET based PSFs for the intervention clinic for all pediatric age groups. In general, parents or caregivers completed fewer questions on scan-able PSF when compared to CHICLET based PSF. For example, in the pre-intervention period, 50% of scan-able PSFs were partially completed in the intervention clinic while in a comparable clinic only 47% of PSFs were partially completed during this time period. This is in contrast to more than 70% of CHICLET based PSFs fully completed in the intervention clinic during the intervention period showing a significant increase in the number of overall questions answered. Please see Figure 3 for details. The proportion of parents and caregivers who answered the PSF completely (i.e. 100% completion rate) was higher in the intervention period (n=234, 78%) when compared to the pre-intervention period (n=138, 60%). The 18% difference in completion rate corresponds to a 30% relative increase in the intervention period and is statistically significant ($X^2 = 32, p = 0.002$).

**Caregiver CHICLET Usability**

Parents and caregivers of the 412 children who visited the intervention clinic during the intervention period were eligible to receive a caregiver survey. Of these, 113 (27%) parents or caregivers (97 mothers, 8 fathers, 6 others and 2 not known) accepted the invitation to complete the caregiver survey at the time of their visit. Their survey data are analyzed for usability of CHICLET interface and presented in this study. Overall caregivers responded positively for answering screening questions using CHICLET. The majority of caregivers reported that it was easy to use CHICLET – to hold (96%), follow instructions (98%), answer questions (95%) and navigate from page to page (95%). Seventy two percent also reported it was easy to turn on the CHICLET device (if it was turned off). Only a very small percentage of caregiver respondents reported that CHICLET interface was hard to read (<1%), made errors (1%) and that a lot of questions were asked (3%) or they did not know how to answer questions (3%) or got tired of answering the same questions on it (4%).

When asked if the caregivers liked to answer questions on the paper PSF, 44% disagreed (13% somewhat disagreed) that they liked answering questions on the paper PSF. Forty seven percent remained neutral, and 8% agreed (4% strongly agreed). When asked if answering questions on CHICLET made the caregivers think of things to talk to their doctor, the majority agreed (65% agreed – 40% strongly agreed, and 25% somewhat agreed).

**Staff CHICLET Usability**

Due to limited number of staff available in the intervention clinic, only three staff surveys were done during the study period. All three staff survey respondents strongly agreed about the usability of CHICLET for entering patient’s vital sign information using CHICLET based PSF. They agreed that CHICLET based input worked error free and it made their jobs easier in the clinical setting. All three staff also strongly agreed that they did not like scanning paper forms and two strongly disagreed that they like manual verification of scanned forms. Only one staff member somewhat disagreed regarding the verification of scanned forms. The staff also commented on how they should use CHICLET for all patient ages and not only for children zero to twelve years of age (as used for this study). Among the three staff surveyed, two had five to seven years of job experience and all three had been using CHICA between two and four years. Contrary to staff’s concerns, there were no electronic tablets lost or stolen in this pilot study.
Discussion

We have successfully piloted an electronic tablet based interface, CHICLET, with our pediatric clinical decision support system, CHICA, and evaluated its usability to capture patient's data in pediatric waiting rooms. Furthermore, we have demonstrated that a patient-facing electronic tablet based interface can substantially improve completion rates for patient reported data without interfering with existing clinical workflow. Our results are comparable to past research using electronic tablet devices in children and adolescent studies, for example to boost survey response rates or to understand gender differences for comprehensive health risk assessment [31, 32]. However, these studies did not address the use of electronic tablet devices in routine pediatric care. As CHICLET successfully replaced the scan-able paper based PSF in our setting, it effectively supported the underlying screening processes for driving clinical decision support implemented in CHICA [25-30, 33, 34]. Because CHICLET is designed to replace the scan-able paper interface with an electronic version, its use has implications for clinical decision support enhancements as well as opportunities for research in the area of patient engagement. For example, the percent of fully completed CHICLET based screenings in our study is much higher when compared to the scan-able paper based PSF. This improvement suggests that CHICLET may be able to implement "drill-down" screening processes to optimize sensitivity and specificity of screening while engaging patients, for example, to ask questions pertinent to their own care of their physicians [35-40]. Of the limited number of caregivers surveyed, majority agreed that CHICLET based screening prior to their physician encounter was helpful in reminding them of things to talk to their doctor about during the encounter. Similarly, the staff agreed that CHICLET use helped them in error-free collection of patient's vital sign information.

Based on this study, we believe that electronic tablet based interface to a CDSS presents many advantages for data capture in clinical settings. We believe, the completion rate in our study is much higher with electronic tablets when compared to the paper based screening because the caregivers are presented a set number of questions per page (on CHICLET) as opposed to the entire questionnaire (on a scan-able PSF). Such presentation perhaps helps in minimizing the selection bias, the caregiver’s tendency to selectively answer questions, though they can selectively answer questions using either medium. Similarly, recording the vital signs information using electronic tablets helps nursing staff minimize errors because they only handle it once at the point of care as opposed to transcribing from or verifying the paper version. In the long term, an electronic tablet based interface may also save time for the user, time that is needed to manually verify mis-scanned forms in a scan-able paper based interface. However, it needs to be studied if this efficiency is at the cost of deploying and securing electronic tablets in a clinical setting.

As with all such studies, our study has some limitations. Due to a fixed number of electronic tablet devices that were available for use, we limited this pilot study to children up to 12 years of age. Another limitation of our study is that the intervention clinic had an existing well-defined workflow (as with all the clinics implementing the CHICA system) and we only replaced the screening form with an electronic tablet version. A detailed workflow assessment may be needed before electronic tablet interfaces can be deployed in other settings. We also did not study other potentially important measures for deployment such as time on task for electronic tablet verses paper based system, or computer or educational literacy required for the intervention. In this study, as we focused on screening processes and patient-facing side of the technology, we did not survey the providers. We also have a limited number of surveys for assessing staff’s usability of CHICLET. Therefore, further studies are needed to assess both staff and provider acceptance of the technology in larger clinics. Though we measured caregivers usability from a large sample of the clinic population it is feasible that those who agreed to participate may have self-selected. Finally, the staff may have boosted the completion rates in this study, by providing help to caregivers at times (for e.g. in an exam room while the caregiver changed baby’s diaper). However, on the same token, our completion rates reflect the staff’s willingness to help and try new technology. Regardless, parents of young children (as in our study) are young themselves, and therefore, are more receptive to technology. Therefore, when deploying electronic tablet technology in older populations and in different healthcare settings, there may be additional costs to consider, for example, cost of training, and securing wireless networks.
Further studies are needed to evaluate usefulness in other care settings as well as study future use for patient engagement and satisfaction.

Conclusion

Electronic tablet devices are a viable interface for use in pediatric waiting rooms to capture patient reported data. In future, these devices can not only be used for screening but also for capturing patient self-report of preferences, risks, outcomes and barriers, particularly in many pediatric chronic conditions and in populations speaking varied languages. Such use may perhaps result in greater patient engagement and satisfaction however this needs to be studied formally. Therefore, many future interventions focused on engaging patients in their own care can be designed using electronic tablet devices in a clinical setting.

Clinical Relevance Statement

An existing scan-able paper based interface to a long running and widely studied pediatric CDSS has been limiting interactive and iterative assessment of patient self-report in pediatric waiting rooms. In this study, we replace the existing scan-able paper based interface with an electronic tablet based version and evaluate usability via caregiver and staff surveys and changes in patient question completion rates as a result. The patient completion rates for electronic version are significantly different from scan-able paper version and the caregivers and staff are supportive for the use of electronic tablets in routine pediatric care, however, to evaluate the use of such devices for advanced clinical decision support and studying patient engagement, further studies are needed.
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**Fig. 1** Scan-able paper based PSF
Fig. 2a  CHICA Web Services

Fig. 2b  CHICLET Interface
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Fig. 3  PSF Completion Rate (Intervention clinic: 3 Medical doctors, 2 Medical Assistants, 1 nurse, patient volume: 20 – 45 per day. Comparable clinic: 3 Medical doctors, 3 Medical Assistants, 1 nurse practitioner, 1 nurse, patient volume: 20 – 60 per day)
Table 1 Demographics of study population (children ages 0 to 12 years) (n = 853)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Intervention</th>
<th>Pre-Intervention</th>
<th>Total (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Race/Ethnicity</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>342</td>
<td>344</td>
<td>686 (81.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latino</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>95 (11.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>55 (6.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other / Unknown</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 (&lt;%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian Pacific / Islander</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9 (1.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sex</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>378 (44.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Insurance Category</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Insurance</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>19 (2.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>33 (3.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public</td>
<td>376</td>
<td>411</td>
<td>787 (93.8%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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